
Program Challenge News

1st Grade
In November, the first grade students in Mrs. Cook’s class began

with a study of autumn. They investigated solids, liquids, and

gases. They explored the traits of magnets and they wrote about

what they learned. Gratitude was presented as a positive

character trait. To end the month, the first grade students

compared the attributes of alligators and crocodiles.

In November first grade students participated in various STEAM

challenges. Students used their creativity and critical thinking

skills to design inventions of their own. Students were able to

communicate their ideas through writing. 
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2nd Grade
Students in the zoology unit learned about animal

enrichment that is used to help animals thrive and not just

survive. After researching and learning many new things

about their chosen animal, they each designed and created a

type of animal enrichment that could be used to benefit

their specific animal. The students presented their finished

prototypes to their classmates by creating FlipGrid videos.  

3rd Grade

Third grade students have been busy

playing games to determine whether or not

the game is fair. Each week, students find

the theoretical and experimental probability

of a game using various manipulatives.

Students have also been introduced to

statistics concepts of mean, median, and

mode. Students are preparing to create

their own “fair” game.  



4th & 5th Grade
A new group of 4th/5th grade students began learning about

Marine Biology. Students have been making connections while

focusing on unit vocabulary. They learned the importance of

water on earth and dove deep into learning all about zonation of

the ocean. Students have thoroughly enjoyed going to Makerspace.

Here they participate in hands-on learning with all the tools for

creativity! 

Students in the Innovations class have been very busy. The class

participated in their own version of Shark Tank. Students

designed an innovation, created a 3D model, and recorded a

commercial for their item. Students then developed a presentation

to present to the sharks.

Students in the Makey Makey unit learned about different materials that are

conductive by experimenting with the Makey Makey and several items from

around the classroom. They are beginning to use those conductive items and

what they are learning about coding to create interactive posters that “talk.”

In Keeping It Current, the 4th and 5th graders learned about the adaptations

that sidewinders have that help them move in the desert. They learned about

potential and kinetic energy and how engineers use both to design roller

coasters. Then, they used that information to design roller coasters for marbles.

They learned about some young people that made positive differences during

the CoVid Pandemic. Finally, they explored foods of some indigenous people. 


